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Watch the raid 2 berandal online

The sequel to the 2011 intense martial arts and action epic sees writer-director Gareth Evans and star Iko Uwais return, expanding the scope of the original into an ambitious, ass-kicking underworld epic. After being through the Raid almost ungrown, a young policeman goes undercover to take down Indonesia's most vicious crime bosses. Shortly after the events of the first film (in
which police raid an apartment block, home to the deadliest gangsters and drug lords in Jakarta's criminal underworld), young cop Rama (Uwais) is one of the few survivors of past war. With a crime syndicate vengeance against his family on the horizon, Rama agrees that his name is attached to the list of victims and goes undercover breasts of the city's worst gangsters. Quickly
finding himself over his head, Rama is forced to put all his considerable fighting skills to withstand and threaten his morale to maintain his coverage – a failure that lasts for years and with brutal situations including prison riots, epic car chase and encountering a deadly hammer wielding a young lady. As Rama finds himself deeply rooted during a mob outfit, the gangland power
struggle erupts in violence, and he is forced to take on a huge chance of survival. ActionThrillerMartial ArtsWorld CinemaMaster class on economic filmmaking is what we said about Raid back in 2011. An instant classic, the film didn't work its limits as much as thrive on them, shrinking the plot, character development and setting to an empty minimum – without losing them – and
then going to broke. It's a risky move with director Gareth Evans moving from ruthless efficiency and aiming to make everything bigger and better with Raid 2: Berandal. Merging its predecessor's actions with secret cop and underground crook machinations, the result is a crime saga with the often jaw-dropping fight scenes you'd expect. Don't waste the time you're given! I wonder
how badly acting and plotting it must be to keep the audience from mocking a stupid movie. The only message about the movie is not to waste time when you're given. Really GoodThis movie really surprised me was thinking it wouldn't be great, but the action was great and the story line as well asBloody bloodyAwesome action flick with heaps of hand-held combat, guns, bullets
and blood (heaps of blood). Don't chick flick unless they are into hardcore martial arts action. Worth waiting for this result, even better than the first. Raid 2 has got a bit more of everything from action sequence, story and dialogue. Even the movie is di two and a half hours long, but it... BrilliantGritty fast paced full of action, fight scenes were graphic and so intense I found myself
flinching and duckling during many of them. Not for a weak hearted or weaker stomach. The story line was familiar Secret cop infiltrates the underworld gang, but still worth watching. I was glued to the screen from start to finish and not just because... Brilliant movieDirector was so team action, and knew how, and when to create a great suspense, I liked the first bit better, but it
was great to see some more character development this time around, and a compelling crime plot. Can't wait for the next one! Kung fufuBrutal and art. Majestic kung fu movement. Loved the graphic death scenes..... Maybe went a little longer than it should have been... Bloody fantasticI got completely engrossed in this movie and loved almost every moment of it. I never thought
of myself as a so many martial arts fan, but this movie managed to highlight the hidden passion for it I didn't know I had. I did find some wrestling scenes a bit long and grueful, so it might not be for everyone. The base story was well written and engaging. I... We all lived it! Boy, did I get involved in this great movie. Most of the bloody films I've seen, but done with taste (!). It took
the main character two and a half hours to learn to say no; I loved that last scene. Couldn't fault this movie and class it as a great entertainment that kept you all the way – one of the best action movies. Trick men earned their money.... Tense tenseseal film. After a bit of slow start the body count quickly mounted. I found myself often witting there tensed as another leg was broken
or the victim evisited. Physically holding my breath! Great movie - no gore averse ... 2.5 hours ass kickingI'm an action junkie and these rates top 5 in my books. I went to this after seeing the first one waiting for a good movie, but I was met with was one of the best action movies I've ever seen. Basically non stop ass kicking 2.5 hours – Brilliant. The only mistake was taking Mrs. –
That's one for the boys! Never quite creates or maintains its predecessor's pure sense of danger. Full reviewFlat-out exhilarating... cement Evans as best action director working today. Fight enthusiasts should brace themselves for a bruising, blistering ride. Full review No other movie on the planet can touch Evans's long carry beatdowns and wildly inventive flourishes. A full
reviewHyper-violent it may be, but there is beauty in its brutality. Full reviewFilm suffers from too much potential. Full reviewAdditional hustle in high energy genre filmmaking. Full reviewThi up is how it's done - clean, hard, constantly hit adrenaline. If this is not the best action movie of the year, we will eat in the fridge. A full reviewMaster class on economic filmmaking is what we
said about raid back in 2011. Instant classic, the film didn't work its limits as much as thrive on them, shrinking the plot, character development and setting to an empty minimum - sacrificing them – and then going to broke. It's a risky move with director Gareth Evans moving from ruthless efficiency and aiming to make everything bigger and better with Raid 2: Berandal. Merging its
predecessor's actions with secret cop and underground crook machinations, the result is a crime saga with the often jaw-dropping fight scenes you'd expect. Never quite creates or maintains its predecessor's pure sense of danger. Full reviewFlat-out exhilarating... cement Evans as best action director working today. Fight enthusiasts should brace themselves for a bruising,
blistering ride. Full review No other movie on the planet can touch Evans's long carry beatdowns and wildly inventive flourishes. A full reviewHyper-violent it may be, but there is beauty in its brutality. Full reviewFilm suffers from too much potential. Full reviewAdditional hustle in high energy genre filmmaking. Full reviewThi up is how it's done - clean, hard, constantly hit adrenaline.
If this is not the best action movie of the year, we will eat in the fridge. Full reviewDon't waste the time you're given! I wonder how badly acting and plotting it must be to keep the audience from mocking a stupid movie. The only message about the movie is not to waste time when you're given. Really GoodThis movie really surprised me was thinking it wouldn't be great, but the
action was great and the story line as well asBloody bloodyAwesome action flick with heaps of hand-held combat, guns, bullets and blood (heaps of blood). Don't chick flick unless they are into hardcore martial arts action. Worth waiting for this result, even better than the first. Raid 2 has got a bit more of everything from action sequence, story and dialogue. Even the movie is di
and half an hour long, but... BrilliantGritty fast paced full of action, fight scenes were graphic and so intense I found myself flinching and duckling during many of them. Not for a weak hearted or weaker stomach. The story line was known to one of the undercover cop infiltrates the underworld gang, but is still worth watching. I was glued to the screen from start to finish and not only
... Brilliant movieDirector was so team action, and knew how, and when to create a great suspense, I liked the first bit better, but it was great to see some more character development this time around, and a compelling crime plot. Can't wait for the next one! Kung fufuBrutal and art. Majestic kung fu movement. Loved the graphic death scenes..... Maybe went a little longer than it
should have been... Bloody fantasticI got completely engrossed in this movie and loved almost every moment of it. I never thought of myself as a so many martial arts fan, but this movie managed to highlight the hidden passion for it I didn't know I had. I did find some wrestling scenes a bit long and grueful, might not be for everyone. The base story was well written and engaging.
I... We all lived it! Boy, did I get involved in this great movie. Most of the bloody films I've seen, but done with taste (!). It took the main character two and a half hours to learn to say no; I loved that last scene. Couldn't fault this movie and class it as a great entertainment that kept you all the way – one of the best action movies. Trick men earned their money.... Tense tenseseal film.
After a bit of slow start the body count quickly mounted. I found myself often witting there tensed as another leg was broken or the victim evisited. Physically holding my breath! Great movie - no gore averse ... 2.5 hours ass kickingI'm an action junkie and these rates top 5 in my books. I went to this after seeing the first one waiting for a good movie, but I was met with was one of
the best action movies I've ever seen. Basically non stop ass kicking 2.5 hours – Brilliant. The only mistake was taking Mrs. – That's one for the boys! Rama is asked to join a special task force investigating the police commissioner's illegal involvement with gangs. Rama says no at first, until he learns who killed his brother and that his family is currently in danger. Rama goes
undercover, and to do so he attacks politicians son. Doing so gets him thrown in jail, with Bangun's son. Bangun is led by one of the gangs Rama investigates. Rama saves Bangun's son's life while in prison, which leads him to get a job in an organization when they get out of prison. Bangun's son, Uko, kills him. When the other gang Gotto hears about Bangun's death, it starts a
war against the gang and the police. Raid 2: Berandal is an action crime thriller film that was released in 2014 and has an operating time of 2 h 28 min. It has received moderate reviews from critics and viewers who have given it an IMDb score of 8.0 and a MetaScore 71. Where Can I Stream Raid 2: Berandal online? Raid 2: Berandal is available to watch and stream, download,
buy, rent on demand at Amazon Prime, Hulu, Apple TV+, Roku Channel, Starz, iTunes, Amazon, Vudu online. Some platforms allow you to rent Raid 2: Berandal for a limited time or buy a movie and download it to your device. R ( , PS391 R ( , PS391 1 January 2014 | 2 h 28 min | Regulation of 1 December 2004 (
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